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Abstract The paper presents an analysis of test

results by Frequency Domain Spectroscopy (FDS) of

the loss tangent (tgd) in electrotechnical pressboard

impregnated with insulating oil and containing

nanoparticles of water depending on the frequency

of alternating current, sample temperature and degree

of moisture. We found tgd reduction in areas of low

and ultra-low frequency. It is associated with relax-

ation due to the hopping conductivity (tunnelling) of

electrons between moisture nanoparticles occurring in

the cellulose impregnated with insulating oil. In

frequency areas close to the local minimum of tgd
and higher, relaxation does not depend on the moisture

content and is associated with other polar molecules

which are part of the cellulose. We developed a new

method converting experimental frequency depen-

dence of the loss angle tangent, measured by the FDS

method to the reference temperature of 293 K (20 �C),

using the exponential dependence of the relaxation

time on the temperature, was developed. The activa-

tion energy of the relaxation time was determined

based on the loss angle tangent of moist electrotech-

nical pressboard impregnated with insulating oil. It

was found that the variation in moisture content in the

composite cellulose–mineral oil–water nanoparticles

do not cause changes in the activation energy of the

relaxation time. The conversion of experimental

frequency dependence of the loss angle tangent

determined by the FDS method to the reference

temperature of 293 K (20 �C) eliminates the temper-

ature dependence in the areas of ultra-low and low

frequencies occurring in the runs made directly on the

basis of the measurement results. After calculating the

frequency dependence of the loss angle tangent to the

reference temperature, all that remains is its depen-

dence on the moisture content.
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Introduction

For about a 100 years cellulose in the form of paper

and electrotechnical pressboard, impregnated with

insulation oil, has been the primary insulation material

used for the production of high-power transformers.

The main source of damp in the cellulose is the

moisture penetrating to the transformer from the

outside, which is dissolved in transformer oil. Water

is then supplied through the oil to the cellulose and is

absorbed by it, because the solubility of water in

cellulose is more than a thousand times higher than in

transformer oil (Oommen 1983). Besides, during

many years of use paper-oil insulation is subject to

aging in which cellulose depolymerisation processes

occur (Jalbert et al. 2015; Gilbert et al. 2010) as a

result of which the water molecules are precipitated

directly in the fibers of cellulose. Both of these factors

result in the fact that during long-term operation the

moisture content in the composite cellulose–mineral

oil gradually increases from a starting level of about

0.8 wt% to a level even higher than 5 wt%. As stated

in _Zukowski et al. (2015b), the water in the cellulose

precipitates in the form of nanoparticles with a size of

about 2.32 nm, containing approximately 220 mole-

cules of water. This is consistent with the conditions

sufficient for the formation of nanoparticles (Pogreb-

njak and Beresnev 2012; Pogrebnjak et al. 2009,

2011), namely oil and water do not enter into chemical

reactions, water is not soluble in oil, and the flow

surface of water is much larger than that of insulating

oil. This causes the water nanodrops to take the form

of balls, which protects a minimum of surface energy.

This means that during its operation the insulation of

power transformers is converted from the composite

cellulose-oil into the composite cellulose-oil–water

nanoparticles ( _Zukowski et al. 2015b).

This means that it should be possible to accurately

determine the moisture level of the solid component of

power transformer insulation. To determine the mois-

ture content in the paper-oil insulation of hermetic

power transformers, non-destructive electrical meth-

ods are frequently used. These methods fall into two

basic groups—measurements in the time domain, such

as the method RVM (Return Voltage Measurement)

(Saha 2003; Dey et al. 2010) and PDC (Polarisation

Depolarisation Current) (Saha and Purkait 2004;

Wolny and Kedzia 2010) and measurements in the

frequency domain or e.g. FDS (Frequency Domain

Spectroscopy) (Zhang et al. 2014; Jaya et al. 2013).

As a rule, the basis for the analysis is the Debye

dielectric relaxation model (Jonscher 1983), which

however has several features that are not confirmed

experimentally. Namely, under for the pulsation

x = 2pf smaller than the reverse of the relaxation

time s (x\ 1/s) in this model, there is a quadratic

dependence of the conductivity on the frequency. In

the damp pressboard impregnated with insulation oil

this dependence is weaker than square ( _Zukowski

et al. 2015c). Another drawback of Debye’s model is

the reduction of dielectric permittivity in a square

frequency function. Measurements of dielectric per-

mittivity of impregnated pressboard with a certain

moisture content prove that these relationships are

weaker ( _Zukowski et al. 2016). In order to justify the

presence of weaker than square dependences on the

frequency conductivity and dielectric permittivity, a

number of empirical models (Cole and Cole 1941,

1942; Havriliak and Havriliak 1997) were

developed.

The most important drawback of both the Debye

model (Jonscher 1983) and empirical models (Cole

and Cole 1941, 1942; Havriliak and Havriliak 1997) is

that while aiming at the electric field frequency to zero

(DC voltage), conductivity also decreases to zero. This

is contrary to the previously known measurement

results which within ultra low frequencies exhibit a

limit (DC) value of conductivity.

In ( _Zukowski et al. 2014, 2015b) it was found that

the conductivity in the composite cellulose–mineral

oil–water nanoparticles is done by hopping (tun-

nelling) of electrons between wells of potential,

produced by water nanodrops. The well an electron

jumped out of becomes positively charged, while the

one it jumped into obtains a negative charge. This

means that an electric dipole is formed as a result of

such hopping. This causes a rise in the static dielectric

permittivity above the values characteristic for a

material containing no potential wells (Zukowski et al.

1991, 1997). In the case of polarisation and conduc-

tivity induced by electron tunnelling between the wells

of potential an important parameter of phenomena is

relaxation time s. This is the time since the inception

of the dipole until the return of the electron to the well

from which it started its jump (the lifetime of the

dipole).
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Studies (Zukowski et al. 1997; Kołtunowicz et al.

2013; _Zukowski et al. 2015a) present a model of

hopping electron transfer (tunnelling) for direct and

alternating current. Under this model, in the case of a

hopping of a charge in the area of low pulsation value

of x � 1/s conductivity is a constant value (DC

conductivity). In the intermediate frequency range of

x * 1/s there is an increase in conductivity. In the

area of high frequency (x[ 1/s) conductivity ceases

to grow and strives to achieve a constant value.

It can be seen from the model that in the area of

intermediate frequency x * 1/s conductivity can be

described by the formula:

rðxÞ / xa ð1Þ

where r(x)—conductivity; x = 2pf—pulsation;

f—frequency; a—frequency coefficient.

The rate of increase in conductivity in this

frequency region is weaker than the square one: a\ 2.

Experimental verification of the model, made for

semiconductors containing wells of potential and

composite nanoparticles of metallic phase in dielectric

matrices (Svito et al. 2014) showed compatibility of

the measurement results of AC conductivity and

permittivity with the model of hopping electron

transfer (tunneling) for direct and alternating current.

In ( _Zukowski et al. 2014, 2015c, 2016) for the

analysis of relaxation processes of the DC conductiv-

ity and permittivity of the AC conductivity in the

composite cellulose–mineral oil–water nanoparticles

a new approach is used, based on taking into account

the occurrence of an hopping exchange (tunnelling) of

electrons between wells of potential generated by the

water nanoparticles. It was agreed that in the compos-

ite cellulose–mineral oil–water nanoparticles there are

complex depenednces of AC conductivity and dielec-

tric permittivity on temperature, frequency and mois-

ture, which are reviewed in studies ( _Zukowski et al.

2015c, 2016). However, the application of the AC

conductivity and dielectric permittivity to assess the

moisture level of the solid insulation of power

transformers requires fairly complex calculations of

the measured frequency resistance and capacitance,

taking into account the geometric dimensions of the

insulation.

From the point of view of application in estimating

the moisture level in the solid insulation component

the most suitable seems to be the tangent of the loss

angle. This is due to the fact that this value is given

directly by most meters intended for measurement by

the FDS method.

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of

moisture on the frequency and temperature depen-

dences of the loss angle tangent of the composite

cellulose–mineral oil–water nanoparticles.

Analysis of dielectric losses in the composite

cellulose–mineral oil–water nanoparticles

Preliminary analysis will be done for a sample of

impregnated pressboard with the moisture of

X = 4 wt%. The relationship tgd(f) for the tempera-

ture of 293 K (Fig. 1) was determined on the basis of

the measurement results presented in (Ekanayake et al.

2006). The tgd(f) dependencies (Fig. 1) for the

measurement temperatures of 323 K and 353 K were

determined on the basis of the measurement data

presented in (Walczak et al. 2006). In references

(Ekanayake et al. 2006; Walczak et al. 2006) studies

were carried out for pressboard samples with various

degrees of moisture and subsequently aged for about

half a year at room temperature in order to achieve a

thermodynamic equilibrium between pressboard, oil

insulation and moisture.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, in the area of ultra-low

and low-frequency pressboard impregnated with the

Fig. 1 Experimental tgd(f) dependences (points) for impreg-

nated pressboard with the water content of X = 4 wt%. Solid

lines approximation using approximation polynomial in steps of

0.01. Measurement temperatures: 1 T = 293 K, 2 323 K, 3

353 K
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moisture content of X = 4 wt% there are very high

values of tgd(f), even more than 10. As mentioned

above, this is to do with the formation of electric

dipoles as a result of the hopping exchange of

electrons between the water nanoparticles. With

increasing frequencies above approximately

f = 102 Hz, the values of tgd(f) decrease and reach a

minimum, the position of which depends on the

measurement temperature. The values of tgd(f) at a

minimum are relatively weakly dependent on temper-

ature. In the frequency range above the minimum the

values of tgd(f) begin to rise.

Figure 1 also shows that the increase in measure-

ment temperature causes a shift of the tgd(f) charac-

teristics into the higher frequency range. This effect is

due to the acceleration with an increase in temperature

of the relaxation processes of the dipoles resulting

from the hopping exchange of electrons between the

water nanodrops. This phenomenon can be taken into

account by describing the temperature changes of the

relaxation time by using the formula (Psarras et al.

2003; Kudryashov et al. 2012):

sðTÞ ¼ s0 exp
DEðsÞ
kT

; ð2Þ

where s(T)—relaxation time; s0—a constant value;

DE(s)—activation energy of the relaxation time; k—

Boltzmann constant; T—temperature.

To determine the value of the activation energy of

the relaxation time at each of the dependences of

Fig. 1, one should select the characteristic point of the

waveforms obtained at different temperatures.

However, as can be seen from Fig. 1, the measure-

ment points, determined experimentally, are located

relatively rarely, with the step of Dlogf = 0.333, that

is three points per decade. This is related to the need

for a considerable time to perform each measurement

in the range of ultra-low frequency of the order of

(10-4–10-3) Hz. Accordingly, the accuracy of deter-

mining the position of the characteristic point, and

consequently the activation energy values DE(s)

directly from the experimental data is very low.

In order to improve the accuracy of the position of

the characteristic point we used a new procedure for

the polynomial approximation, prepared and pre-

sented in ( _Zukowski et al. 2015c). The results of these

calculations of frequency permittivity dependences

are shown in Fig. 1 with the step of Dlogf = 0.01 in

the form of small dots, which practically form

continuous lines.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the new way of

polynomial approximation of dielectric permittivity

applied in our study to the composite cellulose–

mineral oil–water nanoparticles perfectly clearly

shows waveforms obtained by experiment in the

entire frequency range measured. This is also con-

firmed by the values of the determination coefficient

R2 approaching very closely the value of one, and

amounting to 0.99999, 0.99996 and 0.99923 for the

measured and approximated tgd(f) waveforms, for

measurement temperatures of 293, 323 and 353 K

respectively.

The characteristic point in the waveforms presented

in Fig. 1 is a local minimum present in the frequency

range above 102 Hz. The location of this fmin point was

chosen as a reference point in order to convert

waveforms obtained at any temperature to the tem-

perature of 293 K adopted in electrical engineering as

a reference. Waveforms for temperatures other than

the reference temperature 293 K are moved by means

of the relaxation time s, calculated from formula (2) to

the temperature of 293 K. The calculation results are

shown in Fig. 2.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the shifted of the

waveforms, carried out in such a way that the positions

Fig. 2 The approximation of the tgd(f) dependence on fre-

quency for impregnated pressboard with the water content of

X = 4 wt%. The shift along the horizontal axis is aimed at

aligning the positions of the minima for temperatures 323 and

353 K with the minimum for the reference temperature of

293 K. Measurement temperatures: 1 293 K, 2 323 K, 3 353 K
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of the minima of the waveforms tgd(f) overlap, results

in the fact that the only overlapping in the waveforms

is that of the minimum points. The remaining areas of

the tgd(f) dependences do not overlap. This means that

the choice of the fmin position as a reference point was

not hit.

Figure 3 shows the approximated waveforms for all

moisture contents from 1 to 4 wt%. For the measure-

ment temperature of 293 K. As can be seen from

Fig. 3, the log{tgd(logf)} waveforms with the values

of -2.2 to -0.3 with increasing moisture move

parallel to each other into the area of higher frequency.

This means that in this change area a tgd relaxation

occurs, associated with the hopping electron exchange

(tunneling). With a further approximation to the

log{tgd(logf)} values towards a local minimum, the

differences between the waveforms for different

moisture contents decrease. However, after exceeding

the minimum for X = 4 wt% the dependence of the

log{tgd(logf)} values on moisture disappears com-

pletely. This means that the relaxation associated with

the hopping exchange of electrons (tunneling)

between nanoparticles of moisture occurs in the

frequency range below fmin. In frequency areas close

to the minimum and higher, relaxation associated with

dipoles arising out of the hopping exchange of

electrons between the water nanoparticles is virtually

terminated. Similar results were obtained for press-

board with the moisture content of 1, 2, and 3 wt%.

Therefore, we selected as a reference, just as in

( _Zukowski et al. 2015c, 2016), the inflection point on

the log{tgd(logf)} function, which, as can be seen

from Fig. 1, lies in the frequency region much lower

than the local minimum, i.e. in an area where there is a

relaxation associated with dipoles arising in the

hopping exchange of electrons between the nanopar-

ticles of water.

In order to determine the position of the inflection

points one should calculate the frequency coefficient

a(f) in formula (1) (Kołtunowicz et al. 2013):

aðf Þ ¼ dðlog tgdÞ
dðlog f Þ ð3Þ

At inflection points a(f) achieves the maximum

value amax(f) or the minimum one amin(f). On the basis

of the approximated waveforms tgd(f) (Fig. 1) and by

using formula (3) the values of frequency coefficients

a(f), shown in Fig. 4, were calculated. On the wave-

forms clear minima and maxima can be seen, the

position of which corresponds to the inflection points.

Taking as reference points on the dependences

obtained at different temperatures the fmin frequency

values corresponding to the positions of right-hand-

side local minima (for 293 K—approx -3.0, for

323 K—approx ?0.5, for 353 K—approx ?2.0) for

which a(fmin) = amin(f), one can take into account the

Fig. 3 Approximation of the tgd(f) dependence on frequency

for impregnated pressboard with the water content of X = 1, 2,

3, 4 wt% for the measurement temperature of 293 K

Fig. 4 The frequency dependences a(f) for impregnated

pressboard with the water content of X = 4 wt%, calculated

according to formula (4) for tgd waveforms. Measurement

temperatures: 1 T = 293 K, 2 323 K, 3 353 K. The continuous

lines calculations using approximation polynomial in steps of

0.01
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effect of temperature on relaxation time s, given by

formula (2):

fmin Tð Þ � sðTÞ ¼ fmin Tð Þ � s0 � exp
DEðsÞ
kT

¼ const:

ð4Þ

When setting the fmin(T) values for two measure-

ment temperatures T1 and T2 and comparing formulas

(4), recorded for these temperatures, we get the value

of activation energy of the relaxation time:

DEðsÞ ¼ k

1
T1
� 1

T2

� � ln fmin T2ð Þ � ln fmin T1ð Þð Þ: ð5Þ

From the waveforms a(f) shown in Fig. 4, the

values of fmin(T) were determined, then used as

reference points to calculate the activation energy of

the relaxation time according to formula (5). Since we

had a choice of 3 measurement temperatures, using the

three possible combinations of temperature pairs of

(T1 – T2, T2 – T3, T1 – T3), for the pressboard with the

water content of 4 wt% the mean value was obtained

of the activation energy of the relaxation time for the

pressboard of 4 w% moisture DE(s) & 0.9828 eV.

Similar calculations were performed for the activation

energy of pressboard impregnated with insulating oil

and the moisture content of 1, 2 and 3 wt%. The values

of the activation energy for each of the moisture

content and their average values are shown in Table 1.

Using the resulting value of the activation energy of

the relaxation time the approximated tgd(f) values

were converted to the reference temperature

T0 = 273 K (20 �C). Figure 5 shows an approximated

dependences of the tangent of the loss angle of the

composite cellulose–mineral oil–water nanoparticles

with the moisture content of 1, 2, 3 and 4 wt% for the

measurement temperatures of 293 K, 323 K and 353

K, shifted to the reference temperature of T0 = 293 K

(20 C) along the x-axis by the obtained average value

of the activation energy of the relaxation time

DE(s) = 0.9778 ± 0.00951 eV, calculated for the

entire pressboard population with different moisture

contents (Table 1).

After the shift we have three waveforms, for each

moisture content and the three temperature measure-

ments, running very close to one another (Fig. 5). The

slight differences between them are for X = 4 wt% in

the frequency range lower than log(f) = -1, 7 and fall

within measurement uncertainty. In contrast, the

differences occurring in the area above log(f) = ?1,

3 are associated with the relaxation of polar molecules

occurring in the structure of cellulose, i.e. particles

other than nanoparticles of water. This means that the

shift of the tgd(f) dependences, measured at different

temperatures, to the reference temperature of 293 K

eliminates the temperature dependence in the fre-

quency of 3 9 10-2 Hz\ f\ 3 9 101 Hz, where

relaxation related to the dipoles arising in the hopping

exchange of electrons between the water nanoparti-

cles. After moving in this frequency area there remains

only the dependence of the waveforms on the moisture

of the composite cellulose–mineral oil–water

nanoparticles. This means that by choosing any point

on the tgd(f) waveform in the frequency range of

Table 1 Activation energy values of the relaxation time tgd
and measurement uncertainty for pressboard impregnated with

insulating oil and the moisture content of 1, 2, 3 and 4 wt%

X (wt%) DEsr(s), eV R2

1 0.9614 0.997165

2 0.9842 0.999055

3 0.9828 0.999978

4 0.9828 0.999978

X = 1–4 0.9778 0.999044

Fig. 5 Approximation of the dependence of tgd(f) on frequency

for impregnated pressboard with the water content of 1

X = 1 wt%, 2 X = 2 wt%, 3 X = 3 wt% and 4 X = 4 wt%.

The shift along the horizontal axis to the reference temperature

of 293.17 K (20 �C)
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3 9 10-2 Hz\ f\ 3 9 101 Hz we can analyse the

impact of moisture on the tgd value.

This means that the activation energy of the

dielectric loss does not depend on the moisture content

in the frequency region where there occurs relaxation

associated with dipoles, arising from the hopping

charge exchange between the nanoparticles of water,

arising in the composite cellulose–mineral oil.

Figure 5 shows that the values of tgd in this

frequency range, shifted to the reference temperature

of 293 K, depend exclusively on the moisture content.

This fact can serve as a basis to develop a new

method of determining the moisture content in the

component of solid paper-oil insulation.

Figure 5 also shows that in the frequency range

above fmin the tgd(f) waveforms for different moisture

contents measured at the temperature of 293 K

perfectly overlap. Waveforms for the temperatures

of 323 and 353 K behave in a similar way. This means

that in this frequency range pressboard moisture does

not affect the tgd(f[ fmin) dependences. It can be

deduced that the tgd(f) dependences at frequencies

above fmin are due to intensified relaxation processes in

this area, associated with particles other than the

nanoparticles of water, i.e. with polar molecules

contained in the cellulose structure (Linhjell et al.

2007; Ek et al. 1997).

Conclusions

Analysis of the frequency dependences of the tangent

values of the loss angle of the composite cellulose–

mineral oil–water nanoparticles showed that in areas

of ultra-low and low frequency dielectric relaxation

dipoles occurred as a result from the tunnelling of

electrons between the nanoparticles of water. In this

frequency region the increasing moves the tgd(f) wave-

forms to the area of higher frequency due to the

temperature changes in the relaxation time.

It was found that the variation in moisture content

in the composite cellulose–mineral oil–water nanopar-

ticles do not cause changes in the activation energy of

the relaxation time for tgd in the areas of ultra-low and

low frequencies.

The activation energy of the relaxation time tgd was

determined, its value for the composite cellulose–

mineral oil–water nanoparticles with the moisture con-

tent of 1–4 wt% is DE(s) & (0.9777 ± 0.00036) eV.

It was found that the tgd(f) waveforms obtained at

different measurement temperatures, when shifted to

the reference temperature of 293 K, perfectly overlap

in the areas of ultra-low and low frequencies. There

occurs relaxation associated with dipoles arising in the

hopping exchange of electrons between the nanopar-

ticles of water. In this frequency area, after moving the

waveforms to the reference temperature, all that

remains is their dependence on the moisture content

of the composite cellulose–mineral oil–water

nanoparticles. This could serve as a basis for devel-

oping a new method of determining the moisture

content in the component of solid paper-oil insulation.

In frequency areas close to the minimum and higher

the relaxation is not due to the presence of moisture in

the pressboard. The value tgd in this frequency area is

only determined by temperature.
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